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This article will prove, from his own mouth, that Dewey Tucker, who professes having an 
unreproachable expertise in all things Bible, does not know the first thing about Koine Greek. In fact, 
he does not even know the complete Greek alphabet! How can one read Greek without knowing the 
Greek alphabet is beyond me. If it weren't so sad, it would be hilarious.

After it is demonstrated that Dewey Tucker does not know the Greek alphabet, we shall demonstrate 
that neither does he know even the simplest basics of Greek grammar.

The Hell Hoax video is found in this thread: viewtopic.php?f=55&t=5241

This screen shot from Tucker's video is most pertinent to our presentation here:

 

In Dewey Tucker's video, The Hell Hoax, at about 19:15 he makes makes the assertion that the "Greek 
word 'αδην' in English letters is 'adhn' and bears no resemblance to 'hades'". Doing so, he equates the 
Greek character "η" with the English letter "h". 

The next image presented here will be the Greek Alphabet as it appears on page 5 of James Strong's 
Greek Lexicon which is included with the Strong's Concordance. Surely Dewey must have access to 
such a common Bible study tool as Strong's Concordance:
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Here is the link for the full page scanned from my copy of Strong's Concordance: 
http://forum.christogenea.org/_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/Strongs-GD-005.jpg

While the English letters H and h represent a consonant (I would spell it and pronounce it as "aitch") in 
Strong's presentation of the Greek Alphabet, we see at number 7 that the Greek symbols H and η 
represent a vowel, which the Greeks called eta.

Here is more on this Greek letter, eta, in this image scanned from Liddell and Scott's Intermediate 
Greek-English Lexicon:

http://forum.christogenea.org/_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/Strongs-GD-005.jpg


 
Here is the link for the full page scanned from my copy of the Liddell and Scott lexicon: 
http://forum.christogenea.org/_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/L-and-S-Eta-p346.jpg

Under this entry for the letter, eta, which in Greek was represented with the symbols H and η, Liddell 
and Scott explain that the letter was a vowel, and that it was "probably" pronounced as a long 'e', or 
epsilon, in Greek. On the pronunciation of eta, scholars differ between the long 'e' and the e as it is 
pronounced in our English word they, as James Strong attests and with which I agree. However ALL 
scholars recognize that it was a vowel, and anyone with any amount of common sense who has ever 
examined the Greek language would readily admit that it must be a vowel.

However Dewey Tucker has no common sense, and does not need any, because according to him he 
has the market cornered on "truth from God".

This is signal and singular proof that Dewey Tucker does not know Greek, as he does not even know 
the Greek alphabet!!!

http://forum.christogenea.org/_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/L-and-S-Eta-p346.jpg


Now we shall see that neither does Dewey Tucker know even the simple basics of Greek grammar. This 
part of the demonstration has to do with the grammatical case of nouns.

I do not lay claim to being a grammarian, or teacher of grammar, so please bear with me as I explain 
this.

In Indo-European languages, as in Latin and Greek (I do not know Latin well, but did take a course in 
high school), there is a feature by which the ending of a noun changes where the noun appears in 
various parts of speech. The changes in words for various parts of speech are called inflections. In Latin 
and Greek verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives and adverbs all have inflections. The different forms of 
each of the nouns for the various parts of speech that they represent are called cases. In Greek, in 
addition to nouns, adjectives and participles (which are technically forms of verbs) also reflect case, 
and their endings change for different parts of speech just like nouns do. These changes in the endings 
of adjectives, participles, pronouns and nouns are called Declensional Inflections, or declensions, for 
short. [In Greek, since participles also have the features of verbs they are much more complex than 
nouns, because their beginnings and middles have inflections too!]

For an example of such declensional inflections in Greek, Here is a page from William MacDonald's 
Greek Enchiridion, a simple handbook for Greek grammar:

_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/MacDonald-GE-71-72.jpg

Most grammarians of the Greek language recognize 8 grammatical cases, which have 5 forms. These 
are grouped here accordingly:

• Nominative

• Vocative

• Genitive and Ablative

• Dative, Instrumental and Locative

• Accusative

In Greek, the Nominative case represents what we in English may consider the regular form of a word. 
The Nominative case is that normally used for transliteration of the word into English. The Nominative 
case is the form used to represent the word in lexicons and dictionaries.

The Nominative form of the Greek word for hades looks like this:

 

Here are four forms of the Greek word Hades as they appear in the New Testament. These are only four 
because the word for Hades does not appear in the Vocative Case in Scripture.

The Genitive is found in Matthew 16:18:
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See the full screen from Bible Works: _files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/BW_Matthew_16-18.jpg

The Dative is found in Luke 16:23:

 
See the full screen from Bible Works: _files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/BW_Luke_16-23.jpg

The Accusative, which is the form that Dewey Tucker used to compare to the English equivalent 
"hades", is found in Acts 2:27:

 
See the full screen from Bible Works: _files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/BW_Acts_2-27.jpg

Finally, the Nominative, which is the form that Dewey Tucker should have used to compare to the 
English equivalent "hades", is found in Revelation 20:14:
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See the full screen from Bible Works: _files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/BW_Revelation_20-14.jpg

Here are the entries for the Greek word for hades, from both Strong's Greek lexicon and from Liddell & 
Scott:

Hades in Liddell & Scott:

 
Here is the link for the full page scanned from my copy of the Liddell and Scott lexicon: 
_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/L-and-S-IntLex-p012.jpg

Hades in Strong's:
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Here is the link for the full page scanned from my copy of Strong's Concordance: 
_files/Dewey_Tucker_Greek/Strongs-GD-008.jpg

First, if Dewey Tucker actually knew Greek grammar, and if he were honest about it, he would have 
used the Nominative form of the Greek word for hades in his illustrations, instead of the Accusative 
form that he used in order to make an assertion that the English word hades bears no resemblance to the 
Greek.

That he did not proves that he is either deceptive, or that he knows nothing about Greek grammar! Or 
perhaps, as he likes to say in his videos, he is "too stupid"! He must be one of the three. We can all 
make mistakes. We can all think we know something when we really do not. But we cannot be 
human and at the same time assert that we have the market cornered on "truth from God"!!!

Here once more is the Nominative, dictionary form of the Greek word for hades:

 

Note the small marks over and under some letters, even in the other words in the samples from 
Scripture in the images of Bible verses provided above. These marks are generally called diacritical 
marks. They are rare in English, but much more common even in other modern European languages. 
Examples are German umlauts or the symbols often seen above French or Spanish vowels (yeah, I took 
Spanish in school, too, because French was the only alternative).

The two characters atop of the first letter in the Greek word for hades depicted above, which is an α, or 
Alpha, our English "A", are a rough-breathing sound (a dasia) and an accent (in this case an oxia). The 
mark beneath it is called a upogegrammeni, which here somewhat represents an ι, or Iota, our English 
"I". Note from the Liddell & Scott definition that the word was alternately spelled with an "I" following 
the "A". Basically, the rough breathing sound represents our English H, for which the Greeks had no 
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alphabet letter (their H symbol was an Eta, which is a vowel).

[The Liddell & Scott entry for Eta in the image above gives a brief history of how the H symbol went 
from being a consonant representing the aspirant to being used as a vowel in very ancient Greece.]

To keep this short, the apostrophe over a vowel in Greek is a breathing symbol. It is rough one way, or 
smooth the other. That these symbols are often neglected or misread answers why in the New 
Testament the name Hananias is sometimes spelled as Ananias, or Hagar as Agar, or Hosea as Osee, 
among many other examples.

The symbol over the "A" in the Greek spelling of hades being a rough-breathing symbol, in English its 
presence determines that we would spell the word beginning with the English letter "H".

Without these symbols, the Nominative form of the Greek word for hades would be spelled αδης, or 
"ades". 

The Greek letter α is the Alpha, our English "A".

The Greek letter δ, or Delta, is the English "D". 

The Greek letter Eta, or η, is a vowel which can only properly be represented with either an "E" or 
perhaps an "A", since it is similar to either and there is no direct English equivalent. The early English 
translators chose to represent it in this word with the English "E", which cannot be said to be in error.

Tucker made his errant illustration using the Accusative form of the noun, which ends with ν,or Nu, a 
Greek letter that is equivalent to the English letter "N", whereas the Nominative form is the regular 
form of the word and it ends with an ς, or Sigma, our English "S". 

Yet the transliteration is not really complete without adding the English "H" to the beginning, in order 
to represent the rough-breathing sound, and therefore it is hades.

The only valid conclusion would be that the English transliteration of the Greek being H-A-D-E-S is 
absolutely valid.

All of this proves that Dewey Tucker not only doesn't know the Greek alphabet, but neither does he 
know anything about Greek grammar!
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